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MUNIQ [muniːk] is an innovative finish material for interior design. 

MUNIQ explores ways to incorporate nature into everyday life. At MUNIQ, we 
believe that being close to nature is essential to our happiness. By adding elements 
of nature in the living space, MUNIQ strives to elevate our quality of life.

Unique,
Alternative



MUNI

The Korean word MUNI means decorative design pattern. 
MUNI is all around us, integrated into daily objects and 
surfaces. MUNIQ designs are inspired by traditional Korean 
patterns that express a unique and refined identity.

Q

We created our brand name MUNIQ by merging the Korean 
word MUNI and the English word Unique. MUNIQ products 
combine unique design, functionality, tradition, and modern 
aesthetics.
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TECHNIQUE UNIQUE

ANTIQUE MYSTIQUE
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INNOVATION

MUNIQ is an innovative finish material composed of a milled wood clay layer 
and fiberboard base. MUNIQ’s wood clay surface can be designed and finished in 
an unlimited number of ways, opening a path to complete creative freedom. The 
rough texture of wood clay adds depth to any interior space.
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PREMIUM FINISHES

MUNIQ can instantly transform an ordinary space with its premium finish 
options. By incorporating natural materials such as handmade paper, graphite, 
and stone, MUNIQ delivers beautiful texture with a taste of eastern tradition.

Hanji
Hanji is traditional Korean handmade paper made from the bark of Paper 
Mulberry. The handcrafted process gives it exceptional durability, while remaining 
naturally water-resistant and breathable. Hanji has been a time-honored natural 
finish material in Korean architecture featuring its distinctive irregular fiber 
patterns.

Graphite
Graphite is a mineral known for its black color and soft luster. Applied as a finish 
material, graphite can balance the space with a touch of substance.

Stone
Stone is a versatile natural material offering a broad range of expressions. 
Depending on the type of stone and application method, stone particles can be 
interpreted as rough, soft, cold, and warm. Introducing stone elements in a space 
gives a natural ambiance.



PRODUCTS



URBAN
Collection

metro 25

At an urban intersection, vertical and horizontal, straight and curved lines 
converge to form interesting geometric patterns. URBAN was inspired by the 
rhythmic, repetitive patterns existing in urban streets. 

Streets moderate the form and structure and comfort of urban communities.
-

Allan Jacobs
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metro

Be like a train; concentrate on your road and go with no hesitation!
-
Mehmet Murat Ildan

The idea for metro came from railroad tracks. The bold movement of railroads 
cutting through a city is static and dynamic at once. Intriguing patterns uniting 
and interrupting the flow of straight lines fill the space. 

URBAN
Collection



2524 URBAN - metro : UMT003-P

metro

UMT001

UMT004-P

UMT007

UMT002

UMT005-P

UMT008

UMT003-P

UMT006

VERTICALPATTERN

Premium

Standard

1200 × 2400, 1200 × 2700, 1200 × 3000, 1200 × 3600AVAILABLE SIZE

URBAN
Collection



2726 URBAN - metro : UMT002 URBAN - metro : UMT005-P



NATURE
Collection

doldam
pado
luna

33
41
53

NATURE captures striking moments in nature, showcasing raw materials and 
natural aesthetics.

Nature always wears the colors of the spirit.
-

Ralph Waldo Emerson
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doldam

There is life in a stone.
-
Andy Goldsworthy

Doldam depicts the look of a clay wall imbedded with stacked roof tiles. This 
unique design embraces the style of traditional Korean walls that blend effortlessly 
with natural surroundings.

NATURE
Collection
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NDD001-P

NDD004-P

NDD002-P NDD003-P

HORIZONTAL

Premium

doldam

1150 × 2400, 1150 × 2700, 1150 × 3000, 1150 × 3600AVAILABLE SIZE

NATURE - doldam : NDD004-P PATTERN

NATURE
Collection



3534 NATURE - doldam : NDD004-PNATURE - doldam : NDD002-P



3736 NATURE - doldam : NDD004-P NATURE - doldam : NDD004-P
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pado

Let the waves carry you where the light can not.
-
Mohit Kaushik

The undulating patterns in pado illustrate the image of wind blowing on the 
ocean. Tranquil yet energetic wave patterns convey a sense of movement.

NATURE
Collection
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NPD001L

NPD004L

NPD007L

NPD002L

NPD005L

NPD008L

NPD003L

NPD006L

NATURE - pado L : NPD006L HORIZONTAL

Standard

pado L

1200 × 2400, 1200 × 2700, 1200 × 3000, 1200 × 3600AVAILABLE SIZE

PATTERN

NATURE
Collection
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NPD001S

NPD004S

NPD002S NPD003S

HORIZONTAL

Standard

pado S

1200 × 2400, 1200 × 2700, 1200 × 3000, 1200 × 3600AVAILABLE SIZE

NATURE - pado S : NPD001S PATTERN

NATURE
Collection



4544 NATURE - pado L : NPD007LNATURE - pado L : NPD008L



4746 NATURE - pado L : NPD004L



4948 NATURE - pado L : NPD005L NATURE - pado S : NPD002S
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luna

Forget everything and bask in the moonlight.
-
Cheon Sangbyeong

The inspiration for luna came from the surface image of the Moon. The rough 
concave patterns mimic the craters on the Moon and signify the mysterious 
beauty of the universe.

NATURE
Collection



5352 NATURE - luna : NLN002

NLN001

NLN004

NLN005-P

NLN002 NLN003

NONE

Premium

Standard

luna

1200 × 2400, 1200 × 2700, 1200 × 3000, 1200 × 3600AVAILABLE SIZE

PATTERN

NATURE
Collection



5554 NATURE - luna : NLN002NATURE - luna : NLN004



ARCHITECTURE
Collection

doria 61

Architectural advances are fueled by solutions found in nature. Since ancient 
times, geometric elements in nature have been used as a source of inspiration for 
architectural design. Architecture has the power to transcend time and space by 
connecting with nature.

Primarily, nature furnished the materials for architectural motifs…her wealth of 
suggestion is inexhaustible; her riches greater than any man’s desire.

-
Frank Lloyd Wright
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doria

Greek architecture is the flowering of geometry.
-
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Doria evokes the Doric order of Ancient Greek architecture. The solemn 
simplicity of Doric columns is classic yet contemporary. Solid vertical patterns 
with irregular texture portray ancient columns, beautifully aged with the passage 
of time. 

ARCHITECTURE
Collection



6160 ARCHITECTURE - doria : ADR004

ADR002-P

ADR003ADR001 ADR004

VERTICAL

Premium

Standard

doria

1200 × 2400, 1200 × 2700, 1200 × 3000, 1200 × 3600AVAILABLE SIZE

PATTERN

ARCHITECTURE
Collection



6362 ARCHITECTURE - doria : ADR004ARCHITECTURE - doria : ADR003



CRAFT
Collection

nubi 69

There is an intimate and special quality in artisanal handicraft. Even imperfections 
add to the beauty of handcrafted objects. CRAFT draws inspiration from different 
types of traditional craftsmanship.

True works of art are a manifestation of the higher laws of nature.
-

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
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nubi

A quilt will warm your body and comfort your soul.
-
Unknown

Nubi expresses the inviting warmth of traditional Korean quilting artistry. 
Continuous rows of meticulous hand stitching keep the soft filling in place, while 
showing off its exquisite simplicity.

CRAFT
Collection



6968 CRAFT - nubi : CNB001-P

CNB001-P

CNB004

CNB002-P

CNB005CNB003

Premium

Standard

nubi

STANDARD 1200 × 2400, PREMIUM 1150 × 2400AVAILABLE SIZE

PATTERN

CRAFT
Collection

HORIZONTAL 



7170 CRAFT - nubi : CNB002-P CRAFT - nubi : CNB001-P



INSTALLATION
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ENDLESS 
POSSIBILITIES

PRODUCT DETAILS

MUNIQ can transform any interior surface with its unique aesthetics. It is easy to 
apply MUNIQ to point walls, interior doors, or closet doors for dramatic results.

MUNIQ consists of four components and a multitude of custom options.

The foundation fiber board layer provides a sturdy base for MUNIQ’s signature 
wood clay layer. Wood clay is a highly adaptable material that can be shaped and 
finished in an infinite number of ways. Allowing endless creative freedom, wood 
clay can be combined with almost any finish materials. The top finish layer is 
protected with high-grade functional treatments, including fire resistant clear 
urethane coating and anti-viral surface coating.

1

SURFACE COATING TREATMENT
Fire-resistant transparent urethane coating, anti-viral coating

4

4

DESIGN FINISH LAYER
Default : Paint
Premium : Handmade paper, Graphite, Stone

3

3

BASE BOARD (6-18mm)
Default : Fiber board
Custom options : Aluminum, Stone, Magnesium, Carbon

1

WOOD CLAY LAYER2

2

DOORWALL FURNITURE

EASY INSTALLATION

Installation for MUNIQ panels is easy with a finish nailer and wood glue. It is 
highly recommended that the wall surface is reinforced with 9mm plywood in 
order to securely anchor MUNIQ panels. 

MUNIQ Panel
(Wood Glue + Finish Nailer)

Plywood 9mm
(Wood Glue + Pneumatic Stapler)
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luna

metro

DOORS

MUNIQ can be applied to interior or closet doors. After attaching MUNIQ 
panels to doors, door edges are finished with paint, laminate wood, stainless steel, 
or aluminum. 

For closet doors, the back side can also be finished with paint, laminate wood, or 
melamine. Custom-made finished doors are available upon request. 

Door edge finishing
(Paint, Patterned laminate 

wood, SUS, Aluminum...)

Attaching
MUNIQ Panel
to the front and back

MUNIQ Panel

Edge finishing
(Paint, Patterned laminate 
wood, SUS, Aluminum...)

Rear finishing
(LPM, Paint, Patterned 

laminate wood)

PRODUCT
DIMENSIONS

INTERIOR DOOR CLOSET DOOR

Width
Height
Thickness

Custom height panels are available up to 3600mm.

For custom made finished panels, please email MUNIQ customer service at 
muniq@youandus.co.kr with .dwg, .dxf, or .pdf drawing files.

: 1150mm or 1200mm (fixed)
: 2400mm / 2700mm / 3000mm / 3600mm
: 6.5mm to 19.5mm, depending on the thickness of the base fiber board 
 layer and design finish.

THICKNESS
6.5 ~ 19.5mm

4*84*94*104*12

2400m
m

2700m
m

3000m
m

3600m
m

1200mm

BOARD THICKNESS

doria

2400, 2700, 
3000, 3600

2400, 2700

pado L

doldam

pado S

6.5

8

7.5

6

8

9

7

6.8

9.5

11

10.5

9

11

12

10

9.8

12.5

14

13.5

12

14

15

13

12.8

15.5

17

16.5

15

17

18

16

15.8

18.5

20

19.5

18

20

21

19

18.8nubi

Available
Height

1150mm

4*84*94*104*12



……61p

doria

ADR001

ADR002-P

ADR003 ADR004

ARCHITECTURE Collection

Premium

Standard

1200 × 2400 

1200 × 2700 

1200 × 3000 

1200 × 3600

1200 × 2400 

1200 × 2700 

1200 × 3000 

1200 × 3600

……69p

nubi

CNB001-P

CNB004

CNB002-P

CNB005CNB003

CRAFT Collection

Premium

Standard

1200 × 2400 

1150 × 2400

……25p

metro

UMT001

UMT004-P

UMT002

UMT005-P

UMT006 UMT007 UMT008

UMT003-P

Premium

Standard

URBAN Collection

1200 × 2400 

1200 × 2700 

1200 × 3000 

1200 × 3600

1200 × 2400 

1200 × 2700 

1200 × 3000 

1200 × 3600

NATURE Collection

NLN001

NDD001-P NDD003-P

NLN004NLN002

NDD002-P NDD004-P ……33p

……41p

……43p

……53pNLN005-P

NLN003

luna

doldam

Premium

Premium

Standard

1200 × 2400 

1200 × 2700 

1200 × 3000 

1200 × 3600

1200 × 2400 

1200 × 2700 

1200 × 3000 

1200 × 3600

1150 × 2400

1150 × 2700

1150 × 3000

1150 × 3600

pado L

NPD001L

NPD001S

NPD007L

NPD004L

NPD004S

NPD002L

NPD002S

NPD008L

NPD005LNPD003L

NPD003S

NPD006L

pado S

Standard

Standard

1200 × 2400 

1200 × 2700 

1200 × 3000 

1200 × 3600

1200 × 2400 

1200 × 2700 

1200 × 3000 

1200 × 3600




